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I love CONNECT.  I love it because it gives me the medicine I need to keep going in these dark 
times. 
 
I don’t know about you, but I can barely bring myself to read the news anymore.  I need to filter 
it through Stephen Colbert.  But when I come to CONNECT and hear about all the inspiring work 
that everyone in this room is doing, I find my hope again. 
 
And that’s made me think about what connects us all at CONNECT (besides being the lucky 
recipients of the Schmidt Family’s philanthropy).   
 
I think it’s some mixture of compassion for those who are suffering from injustice and outrage 
at the system that perpetuates that injustice which drives us to take on all these David & 
Goliath struggles.   
 
Whether we’re fighting against the fossil fuel industry to stave off catastrophic climate change-- 
or for food sovereignty against the domination of Big Ag --- or to hold huge corporations, which 
have captured our governments, accountable for gross human rights abuses--- we’re all 
engaged in fights where the deck is stacked against us and victories are few and far between.   
 
Yet we keep taking on these fights against all odds because we remember that in the battle of 
David and Goliath, David won.   He defeated Goliath because he discovered the giant’s 
weakness and he found his own hidden power.  And that’s what we’re all trying to do with the 
communities we serve - unleash our power. 
 
Now, I’m going to get a little more controversial.  I’m going to take a guess that most of us in 
this room who spend our days battling harmful industries and systems are also consumers, 
participants and beneficiaries of those industries and systems- whether we like it or not.   
 
If I can ask for a show of hands:  How many of you use a big corporate bank for your personal 
banking?  How many of you have a retirement plan that’s invested in the stock market?   How 
many own a smartphone?   Ok, how many of you pay taxes to a government that contributes to 
the World Bank?   Just keep that in the back of your mind as you listen to Yacouba’s story. 
 
This is a classic David and Goliath story.  It’s a story of an artisanal mining community that was 
evicted at gunpoint, robbed of their land and livelihoods by the world’s 3rd largest gold mining 
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company. But in the face of this calamity they didn’t throw up their arms and accept 
impoverishment as their fate.  They found their hidden power and they’re using that power to 
take on this giant company in a struggle for reparations and accountability. 
 
I want to hand it over now to a real David in this Goliath battle, Yacouba Camara. 
 
Yacouba speech (IN FRENCH) 
 
(Back to David) Yacouba’s community was forced off their ancestral land by the country’s most 
feared military unit. They weren’t allowed to say no or negotiate. Those who resisted were 
thrown in jail.  Their homes were bulldozed, their businesses destroyed. They’ve since been 
relocated to a place with no water, no trees, no way to make a living. 
 
All so a multinational corporation could extract billions of dollars worth of resources to enrich 
its shareholders. 
 
The community complained to every level of the Guinean administration from the local 
authorities all the way to the President of the Republic but they were told to give up, that their 
story was over. 
 
The Guinean NGO CECIDE, was doing fantastic work documenting these violations and helping 
the community build power at the local level.  But they realized that they needed to to confront 
this transnational corporation with a transnational advocacy strategy, so they contacted IDI last 
year for support.   
 
The main tool that we use to help communities resist corporate human rights abuses is what 
we call investment chain mapping, which is just a fancy term for Following the Money.   
 
What we’ve learned over many years of fighting land grabs is that behind most of these 
projects is an invisible web of global actors, from big name multinationals to pension funds and 
development banks.  Many of these actors are bound by rules that require them to respect 
human rights and the environment. Others have spent tens of millions of dollars cultivating a 
responsible corporate image, knowing that consumers like us care about these issues. 
 
But because communities rarely know who is backing the projects that threaten them, they 
miss out on critical information that can shift the balance of power in their struggle. 
 
That’s why we started our Follow the Money Initiative. 
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We take tools used by Wall Street and we use them to unpack the corporate structures, 
investors, buyers, and other key actors that are hidden behind projects like the Siguiri Gold 
Mine - to find points of leverage and opportunities for more effective advocacy.    
 
It’s a simple concept:  The more we know about who is financing a harmful project upstream, 
who is buying the goods downstream, and who else is making the project possible and 
profitable – the more avenues we can open up to secure accountability – especially in countries 
like Guinea where the courts don’t function and impunity reins.   
 
So we investigated the Siguiri gold mine and we found some interesting pressure points. 
 
First, we looked at the parent company of the mine – AngloGold Ashanti.  This is a company 
that’s listed on three stock exchanges - New York, Johannesburg, Australia.  It claims to adhere 
to the World Bank’s environmental and social standards and a host of other international 
instruments.  It’s got a shiny human rights policy.  IT’S RANKED #4 GLOBALLY ON THE 
RESPONSIBLE MINING INDEX!  What is going on here!?  How could a company that looks so 
respectable on paper have been responsible for such serious human rights violations?  
 
My guess is they thought they wouldn’t get caught.  Kintinian is a far-flung corner of a small 
west African country.  It takes us 20 hours to drive there from the capital on a 800 km potholed 
road.    A company that is so clearly concerned about its public image as this one would never 
have allowed its subsidiary to be an accomplice to such crimes unless they assumed those 
crimes would be concealed by their shear remoteness.   
, 
The same can be said of the opaque global financial system, which fuels these destructive 
projects.  These companies and financial institutions are DEPENDING on us NOT KNOWING 
where their money - and in many cases OUR MONEY - is flowing.   That’s why it’s so important 
to FOLLOW the money and expose every actor involved.   
 
So what else did we find? 
 

● Well, three US asset managers - Blackrock, Vanguard and VanEck, which manage 
millions of people’s retirement savings - collectively own a quarter of the company.   
 

● We also found 11 different public pension funds from the North America, South Africa 
and Europe, which collectively own another 12% of the company.  All of these funds 
have signed on to responsible investment principles and publicly profess to their 
participants their commitment to human rights and sustainability. 
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● On the finance side, we found 18 commercial banks which provided AngloGold with 

$1.5 billion in corporate loans over the last two years.  Many of these are retail banks 
which you might use for your checking account.  Most of them claim to adhere to 
human rights and environmental standards, and some like Citibank and UBS claim to be 
responsible banking leaders. 
 

● Another bank, NedBank from South Africa, provided AngloGold with a $100 million 
general purpose loan.  Nedbank is important because its a financial intermediary for the 
private sector arm of the World Bank - the IFC - which is capitalized by our tax dollars. 
 

● The IFC currently funnels half of its total lending through private equity funds and 
commercial banks.  These intermediaries then go on to finance plunderers like 
AngloGold Ashanti, which the IFC could never get away with funding directly and 
certainly shouldn’t be funding indirectly.  
 

● But if we hadn’t uncovered these links, the community would have never known about 
the World Bank’s involvement and their rights under bank policies, because the bank 
doesn’t disclose where any of that money ends up.   
 

● We also followed the gold.  The first stop after leaving the Siguiri mine is the Rand 
Refinery in South Africa.  Rand then sells the gold to jewelry and tech companies like 
Apple, where it ends up in our iPhones, and to the London Bullion Market, the world’s 
largest gold exchange, where it’s sold on to banks and investors.  But in order to supply 
gold to the exchange, Rand is required to conduct due diligence on its suppliers and 
certify that the gold is free of abuse.   
 

CLEARLY that system failed in this case, and it failed - just like the World Bank’s monitoring 
system - because the people affected by the project were not privy to ANY of this information 
so they didn’t know where they could complain and who they could hold accountable.   
 
But by lifting the veil on this hidden web of global actors that have all profited from the 
suffering of the people in Kintinian, the community’s been able to change the game through a 
powerful new strategy. 

 
The centerpiece of the strategy was a complaint that the community filed last year to the IFC’s 
independent accountability mechanism.  That gave them access to a fair dispute resolution 
process, where they’re sitting across the table from company executives as equals.   
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In order to get the company to the table, we’ve engaged over a dozen of their investors and 
bankers, and pushed them to use their leverage.  So far the strategy is working.  After feeling 
the heat from its shareholders, AngloGold has committed to the process.  And we’ve just 
returned from a week of mediations in Siguiri, where the parties reached their first agreement 
to address the dire water situation at the resettlement site.  (pause) 
 
We’ve still got a long way to go.  Not just to obtain reparations for harms after the fact, but to 
ensure that local communities are able to make their own development decisions and get their 
fair share of the benefits from investments on their land. 
  
By shining a light on all the actors that enable and profit from these investments, and on the 
huge disconnect between corporate promises and realities on the ground, we can illuminate 
the path to justice for affected communities.  
 
But the path is still steep.   And we ALL have a role to play. 
 
(whisper) Because the fact is that when you follow the trail of money, it ends with us.  All of us 
who are a part of this system - who aren’t completely off the grid, using a community bank and 
resisting taxes - we need to demand that the financial institutions where we put our money and 
the companies from which we buy our phones, our food, our energy --- are living up to their 
environmental and human rights responsibilities --- everywhere that their operations touch 
around the world. 
 
(loud and deliberate) Yes.  We’re part of the system, but that gives us the power to change the 
system.  If consumers and investors act collectively in solidarity with communities like 
Yacouba’s, we can unleash our power and defeat these Goliaths.   
 
Thank you. 
 


